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AS THE FAST & FURIOUS SERIES HITS ITS SEVENTH, 

SPECTACULAR CAR-SMASHING CHAPTER, ITS STARS 

REVEAL HOW A MODEST 2001 CRIME THRILLER 

ED SUCH A MASSIVE, UNSTOPPABLE FRANCHISE 
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merican muscle cars, sporty 
imports, trucks, planes, 
tanks… In the Fast & 
Furious franchise, to date 
there hasn’t been much room 
for golf  carts. Yet right now 
it is the vehicle of choice for 
that franchise’s wheelman, 
Vin Diesel. Empire is 
squished next to the star, 
pootling around the 
Universal Studios lot in 
LA as he shares his 
thoughts on an unfeasible 
success story. 

Universal is now on 
the seventh instalment 
of a movie series that 
began in 2001 with a 
trifl ing $38 million 
budget and a low-

stakes narrative about 
Californian street-racing crooks and the 
cop who infi ltrates their gang. This 
month’s Fast & Furious 7 features a 
sequence where Vin Diesel jumps a $3 
million Lykan HyperSport between the 
upper storeys of a pair of skyscrapers. So 
far the franchise has earned north of $2 
billion dollars worldwide, and remains 
unstoppable, even following the tragic 
death of co-principal Paul Walker 
midway through part seven’s production 
(see page 77). So, how the hell did we 
get here?

“It’s a good question,” growls the past, 
present and likely future Dominic Toretto 
as we bimble down Lon Chaney Drive 
towards Main Street. “You get to chapter 
seven having spent multiple fi lms trying 
to one-up the last one. You have an 
audience that expects some incredible 
feats and impossibilities. You have the 
fi lms dovetail and speak to one another, 
as opposed to the old way of sequels, 
which was to create something 
independent of what went before and just 
slap on the brand. And you listen to the 
fans being vocal about not wanting us to 
stop… That’s how we got here, I think!”

TO LOCATE THE  origin of 
this juggernaut, we need to back up to 
May 1998, when an article in Vibe 
magazine caught the eye of Dragonheart 
director Rob Cohen. Kenneth Li’s ‘Racer 
X’ exposed an underground culture of 
street racers abandoning muscle cars in 
favour of “tricking out low-buck Japanese 
imports like Honda Civics and Acura 

2 FAST
2 FURIOUS
Brian takes on
Suki, Slap Jack
and Orange Julius
in a neon blur.

B R I E F I N G

FAST &
FURIOUS 7
RELEASED: April 2
DIRECTOR: 
James Wan
STARRING: Vin 
Diesel, Paul Walker, 
Dwayne Johnson, 
Jason Statham, 
Michelle Rodriguez, 
Tyrese Gibson, Kurt 
Russell, Ludacris
STORY: Deckard Shaw 
(Statham) has vowed 
to get revenge for the 
death of his brother 
Owen (Luke Evans) in 
Fast & Furious 6 — and 
Dominic Toretto 
(Diesel) and his crew 
are in the fi ring line.
LOOK OUT FOR A 
CAMEO BY… 
Australian rap-diva 
Iggy Azalea. She’ll 
play “the head of this 
monster truck crew of 
people,” she says. 

THE FAST AND 
THE FURIOUS
The iconic Toyota 
Supra V Ferrari 
trial race that 
started it all.
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Integras… tattooing them like 
skateboards… stroking the engines, 
adding superchargers…”

Enthused by the fi lmic possibilities, 
Cohen developed a project at Universal 
with producer Neal Moritz: now, along 
with costume designer Sanja Milkovic 
Hays, the only remaining player to work 
on all seven Fast & Furious instalments. 

“We all thought the culture was 
fascinating,” Moritz tells Empire the week 
before our Universal-lot ride with Diesel. 
“I’ve always been interested in movies 
that take me into a world that I don’t 
really know much about. I had worked 
with Rob and Paul Walker on The Skulls, 
and I told Universal that I thought this 
would be a great continuation.”

A screenplay was assembled by, at 
various points, Gary Scott Thompson, 
Erik Bergquist and David Ayer (who’s now 
directing Suicide Squad), which Moritz is 

up-front about essentially being a refi tted 
Point Break, substituting cars for 
surfboards. It was simply the perfect 
structure, he says “for the audience to 
uncover this culture as our main character 
did. Then the next piece of the puzzle was 
the role of Dom. Somebody tipped me off  
about Vin. It was clear just sitting with him 
that he was going to be a huge star. He was 
already a huge star in his own mind!”

Starting out as Redline, the fi lm briefl y 
went by the inadvisable title Race Wars 
before Moritz caught a documentary 
about B-movie maestro Roger Corman 
and decided a Corman title was just what 
was needed. Corman traded the rights (to 
his 1955 The Fast And The Furious in 
exchange for “a small payment and some 
stock footage”, and the rest is history. “It 
was a small movie and nobody involved 
knew what we really had until the fi rst test 
screening,” Moritz reminisces. “I walked 
outside afterwards and kids were ripping 
around the parking lot in their cars. I was 
like, ‘I think we’ve got something here…’”

BACK ON THE golf  cart, Diesel 
and Empire swing around a corner and 
encounter Moritz. “Look, there’s Neal,” 
says Diesel. “Hey Neal, remember the guy 
from Empire you spoke to last week? I’m 
telling him how stubborn you were after 
the fi rst Fast & Furious when I told you 
not to make another one!”

The Fast And The Furious more than 
quintupled its budget in ticket sales and, 
in the US, outgrossed Jerry Bruckheimer’s 
far glossier car-crime yarn Gone In 60 
Seconds of  the previous summer. As a 
business decision for Universal, a sequel 
was inevitable, but creatively the road to 
future Fasts was far from clear. Diesel and 
Cohen chose instead to follow their 
surprise success with the extreme-sports 
thriller xXx. Moritz stayed with his team 
to produce xXx, but continued to 2 Fast 2 
Furious (2003) with Walker alone. John 
Singleton directed, drafting in Tyrese 
Gibson and Chris ‘Ludacris’ Bridges for 
another undercover street-racing mission. 
“It feels like a smaller movie now, but it 
was big at the time,” Bridges refl ects. 
“Singleton gave a little urban edge to it.”

“I did not like the script of 2 Fast,” 
Diesel admits, “and Rob didn’t like it 
either, so neither of us wanted to do it. 
But it wasn’t just that. At that time I felt 
like the way to ruin a classic was to 
sequelise it. It was a matter of integrity, 
ultimately. And I didn’t like 2 Fast 2 
Furious as the title: of course not. Are you 
joking? Really, guys, this is a serious 
movie, not a clown show!”

Commercially at least, neither party 
made the wrong decision, with xXx 
raking in $277 million and 2 Fast 2 
Furious outgrossing its predecessor by 

THE FAST AND 
THE FURIOUS
Working titles 
included Redline, 
Racer X and, er, 
Race Wars.

THE FAST AND 
THE FURIOUS
Franchise 
regulars Vin 
Diesel and the 
late Paul Walker.
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Toretto in Tokyo. “My idea was 
that Dom has a certain way of driving 
and something happens in Tokyo and he 
has to go there and learn a new style of 
racing,” he explains. “It’s on the wrong 
side of the road; it’s not about being fast; 
it’s about being precise.” 

With Diesel still uninterested, this was 
not feasible, but with notes from the studio 
about incorporating a high school angle, 
Morgan nevertheless grabbed the gig and 
got to keep his new location. The result 
was 2006’s Tokyo Drift, starring Lucas 
Black, who fi nally returns to the franchise 
in part seven. Lin says the challenge “was 

the culture of making the movie. By 
then, Fast & Furious had come to mean 
something so specifi c that my job was to 
change the sensibility of the franchise and 
fi nd some mythology.”

IN UNIVERSAL’S EYES,  
key to that mythology was Toretto, and 
therefore Diesel. With the fi lm already 
completed, Diesel was convinced at some 
expense to return for a fi nal-scene cameo. 
“I felt weird about bringing Dom back in a 
script that wasn’t catered [for him],” says 
Diesel. “I felt weird about doing four hours’ 
worth of work, and then the world thinking 
that I’m in a movie, when really I’m not.”

The “offer he couldn’t refuse”, however 
(Diesel’s words, spoken in a Godfather 
voice), specifi ed returning his rights to the 
stalled Riddick franchise and making him 
a producer on any future Fast instalments 
with a say in their creative direction. 

“Universal were very clever,” he 
explains. “They thought Tokyo Drift 
would go straight to DVD, but they still 
felt there was something there. They 
brought me back to be the saga visionary, 
in a way. We didn’t put a number on the 
fourth one because it was a new beginning, 
and it was the fi rst time we ended on a 
cliffhanger. That made it very clear to the 
world that these stories and characters 
were evolving and we would pick up where 
we left off.”

With Diesel joining Moritz behind the 
scenes, and Morgan and Lin staying on to 

$30 million. Yet the future of the Fast 
franchise was far from set, and none of 
the original or new cast members would 
return for the third instalment.

Enter director Justin Lin and 
screenwriter Chris Morgan, during a time 
of fl ux when Universal was considering 
making the property an anthology series 
of unrelated episodes. Responding to an 
open call for story pitches, Morgan 
weighed in with an idea about Dom 

FAST & FURIOUS 5
Dwayne Johnson 
makes his Fast 
debut and makes 
Vin Diesel furious. 

FAST & FURIOUS
Vin Diesel and 
Michelle 
Rodriguez take 
the stunts 
up a gear.

FAST & FURIOUS
Justin Lin 
collaborates with 
his leads Diesel 
and Walker. 
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shape the Fast & Furious future, the 
franchise began to take the form that we 
now recognise. Original cast members 
Walker, Jordana Brewster and Michelle 
Rodriguez were drafted back in, but 
crucially, characters from the sequels who 
had previously not met each other were 
also folded into the ongoing continuity: 
Lin half-jokingly describes the resultant 
ensemble vibe as “the action equivalent of 
a Robert Altman movie”, although it 
caused headaches where Tokyo Drift was 
concerned: audiences only recently 
learned that the third fi lm actually takes 
place after the sixth. 

“That was so much fun,” Diesel laughs. 
“It was such a nice pop when we brought 
Jason Statham in at the end of Fast 6 [as, 
we’ll learn in 7, the vengeful older brother of 
villain Luke Evans] and you realised, ‘Wait 
a minute, that fi lm I saw 10 years ago with 
the nondescript white Mercedes… there’s a 
character in there we need to know?’ People 
appreciate that.”

THE FAST AND 
THE FURIOUS: 
TOKYO DRIFT
Lucas Black 
takes the wheel 
as Sean Boswell.

THE FAST & FURIOUS 
FRANCHISE’S SEVEN 
MOST INSANE STUNTS,
 IN ASCENDING ORDER 
OF WTF-NESS…

MOTOR 
MADNESS

1 THE CHASM PLUMMET 
(FAST & FURIOUS 5, 2011)
The spiffy RCR GT40 replica 

fi rst exits a moving train through an 
exploding hole in its side and then does a 
Thelma & Louise into a deep gorge with 
Brian and Dom free-falling behind.

2 THE RUNWAY ROLL 
(FAST & FURIOUS 6, 2013)
Dom jumps a Dodge Charger out 

of the nose of an exploding plane, 
fl ipping it half a dozen times when he 
hits the Tarmac. ’Tis but a scratch! 

3TANKER CHICKEN 
(FAST & FURIOUS, 2009)
Caught between the edge of a cliff and 

a barrel-rolling burning oil tanker, Dom and 
Letty choose to stay on the road and squeak 
their Buick narrowly underneath the 
spinning inferno. 

4‘SAFE’ DRIVING 
(FAST & FURIOUS 5, 2011)
Brian and Dom career through 

the streets of Rio with a massive metal 
safe suspended between their twin 
Dodge Chargers. Destruction is 
liberally forthcoming. 

5 FREEWAY FLYING 
(FAST & FURIOUS 6, 2013)
On a Spanish freeway, Hobbs fl ies from 

his Mustang just as it’s pulverised by a tank, 
while slightly later Dom saves Letty with 
some unlikely mid-air physics. 

6 THE BOAT JUMP 
(2 FAST 2 FURIOUS, 2003)
Old-school jumping with a bit of CG 

enhancement: Brian hurls his ’69 Chevy 
Camaro an unlikely distance off the road 
and onto a passing trawler. 

7 
THE CHARGER SMASH 
(THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS, 2001)
In the fi rst fi lm’s climactic drag race, 

following an airborne near-miss with a train, 
Dom’s Dodge Charger gets T-boned by a 
truck, fl ips and sails sideways over Brian’s 
Toyota Supra. 
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WHILE 2009’S FAST
& Furious was the nominal new start, all
concerned agree Fast & Furious 5 (2011)
was the real reboot, widening out to an
international heist-thriller plot and
dropping in Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson
as the Toretto-targeting Diplomatic
Security Service agent Luke Hobbs.

“That part was written specifically for
Dwayne,” Morgan says. “We wrote a role
we hoped he wouldn’t be able to resist,
and he just got it immediately. It’s fun to
watch the one-upmanship between him
and Vin on screen. These movies being
PG-13, curse words are valuable currency.
When he says, ‘Stay the fuck out of my
way!’ in his first scene, you’re like,
‘Wooooah! Yeah, I like this guy!’”

With the opening salvo of Fast &
Furious 5 a spectacular prison-bus escape,
the canvas immediately stretched wider,
while the climactic carmageddon around
Rio brought a new level of automotive
madness to the proceedings. Fast &
Furious 6 (2013), still with
Lin at the helm,
continued in
similar fashion,
taking the action
to London where
Evans’s gang
employs ramp-
nosed race-cars
that flip oncoming
traffic) and Spain
where a tank
smashes along a
freeway and our
heroes perform
some gravity-
defying acrobatics.

“I’m well aware
these films don’t
necessarily adhere
to the laws of
physics,” says Fast
& Furious 7 director James Wan, who
joins the franchise after steering a few of
his own (Saw, Insidious, The Conjuring) in
a very different genre. “The franchise
plays within its own set of rules and lives
within its own style. People talk about the
runway in Fast 6 all the time [byEmpire’s
calculations at least 43.5 kilometres long],
and it’s part taking the piss out of it, but
at the same time lovingly embracing it.
This new movie has a lot of action set-
pieces that are really bananas!”

Wan likens replacing Lin after four
films to arriving at a family Thanksgiving
dinner late when you don’t know anyone
and they’ve already carved the turkey. “At
first I’m awkwardly looking around
going, ‘Hey guys, do you have a seat for
me?’ but after a couple of glasses of wine
you’re part of the family — whether you
like it or not!”

THAT WORD,“FAMILY”,  
is the one that crops up most with the 
crew. While the stunts are important, 
there must be a reason why rival 
franchises (Gone In 60 Seconds, Death 
Race, Need For Speed) have broken down 
while Fast & Furious has continued to rev 
ever bigger engines. 

For Diesel, Lin, Wan, Moritz, Morgan 
and everyone else, it’s the ensemble. “We 
called Justin Lin ‘The Zen Master’,” says 
Gibson. “How is it possible to have all 
these stars in one movie and have them all 
feel like they’re still in the show, and 
everyone’s ego stays contained? When 
James came on, a lot of those insecurities 
kicked in… He was only just getting to 
know us during what was the toughest 
shoot of  all, because of  the tragedy of 
what happened to our brother Paul. But he 
looked out for us by any means necessary.”

“The characters are classic blue-collar 
superheroes,” reflects Wan. “The kind of 
drama and pathos and big action beats 

FAST & FURIOUS 7
1 Ludacris and

Tyrese Gibson with
Michelle Rodriguez.

2 Jordana
Brewster and
Vin Diesel.

3 Diesel in his
latest souped-up
auto.

4  James Wan and 
Diesel take a break 
between shots.

THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS  ISN’T 
THE ONLY B-PIC TO SPAWN AN 

UNLIKELY FRANCHISE…

FAST AMONG 
SEQUELS

CARRY ON SERGEANT (1958)
This should have been the 
Whiplash of 1958, as 
overbearing sergeant William 
Hartnell bullies conscripted 
incompetents into becoming 
a crack platoon. But 
supporting comic turns took 
it in a very different direction, 
leading to 30 spin-offs.

EMMANUELLE (1974)
This posh smut was one of few 
subtitled fi lms to get a circuit 
release in the ’70s… For 
much the same reason as 
Fifty Shades Of Grey. The 
sexual awakening of Sylvia 
Kristel gave rise to six 
follow-ups, dozens of cable TV fi llers 
and the Black Emanuelle series. 

FRIDAY THE 13TH (1980)
The 1978 success of 
Halloween inspired dozens of 
low-budget slashers. And 
you wouldn’t pick Friday The 
13th as likely to inspire so 
many sequels — down to a 
2015 reboot which will be 
the 13th. The series didn’t 
even hit on its formula until Part II…

PUPPET MASTER (1989)
A modest 1989 horror fi lm from 
the video rental era, Puppet 
Master has somehow managed 
to produce 10 sequels, often 
reusing footage from the 
fi rst fi lm, including series 
crossover Puppet Master Vs. 
Demonic Toys. 

PIRATES OF THE 
CARIBBEAN: THE CURSE 
OF THE BLACK PEARL 
(2003)
Studios used to greet pirate 
pitches with shudders after 
various commercial fl ops, 
and if it weren’t based on a 
Disney ride, Gore Verbinski’s 
probably wouldn’t have been 
greenlit, let alone become a 
tentpole franchise. 
KIM NEWMAN
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they go through in part seven is no 
different than you’d expect from Marvel.” 
It’s an apt comparison. Universe-building 
and end-credits tags are now Marvel 
traits, but the Fast franchise was doing 
both first.

Our golf-cart jaunt is coming to an end: 
Diesel has declined to drive us all the way 
to LAX. But will the road go on for the 
franchise? Morgan and Moritz say there 
are various ideas, but no firm plans.

“It’s the most important question that 
remains unanswered,” Diesel winks. “With 
this movie, because of its sacred nature, 
the right thing to do is to end with no 
expectations... I’m the first person to get 
excited about teaser endings, but… this 
one would be a little complicated.”

And with that, Diesel drops us at Gate 
2 and bids us farewell, waving to a studio 
tour as he rattles off  down James Stewart 
Avenue. You wouldn’t call him furious, but 
he does drive that thing pretty damn fast.

FAST & FURIOUS 7 IS OUT ON APRIL 2 AND WILL 
BE REVIEWED IN THE NEXT ISSUE. 

HOW FAST & FURIOUS 7  NARROWLY 
SURVIVED PAUL WALKER’S TRAGIC DEATH
PAUL WALKER’S SUDDEN DEATH IN A ROAD 
accident on November 30, 2013, left 
Fast & Furious 7, then in mid-shoot, 
on the precipice. Reports vary as to 
how much of the fi lm he’d completed. 
“Let’s just say we had a fair way to 
go,” says director James Wan.

Time was needed for cast and 
crew to process the shock, and the 
production was temporarily closed 
down. “Thank God all of us in this 
movie are actually family,” says 
Tyrese Gibson. “We’re not just here 
for cheques and politics and bullshit. 
If we weren’t so close, it would’ve 
taken that much longer to fi nd 
closure and peace. We’d have never 
come back.”

Once production started up again, 
however, there were obvious 
technical challenges to completing 
the fi lm without one of its lead 
actors. On set, the role of Brian 
O’Conner was, in the end, taken by 
three replacements: Walker’s 
brothers Cody and Caleb, and John 

Brotherton, who was already cast as 
another character and had early 
been remarked upon as a Walker-
alike. “Once we got the idea of what 
we wanted Paul’s character to do, we 
would shoot it with John and then 
again with each of the brothers,” Wan 
explains. “It took a lot of people to 
make up one person.”

Then, in post-production, Wan and 
his editors trawled through every 
piece of footage of Walker from the 
last three fi lms, and used “the latest, 
latest technology that doesn’t quite 
even exist yet” to achieve digital 
face replacement. 

“People every now and then 
reference Benjamin Button,” says 
Wan, “but my VFX people are the 
fi rst people to point out that that 
performance was still Brad Pitt, even 
though it was his digital head comped 
onto someone else. The fact that we 
don’t have Paul meant that we had to 
dig much deeper to make it work. It 
was almost insurmountable.” 

“IT WAS ALMOST 
INSURMOUNTABLE…”

FAST & MOBILE
Use the free viewa 
app to scan the page 
and watch the bonkers 
trailer for F&F7.


